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Abstract

Application of an Eulerian model using layered adaptive unstructured grids coupled to a
meso-scale meteorological model is presented for modelling the dispersion of nuclear con-
tamination following the accidental release from a single but strong source to the atmos-
phere. The model automatically places a finer resolution grid, adaptively in time, in regions
were high spatial numerical error is expected. The high-resolution grid region follows the
movement of the contaminated air over time. Using this method, grid resolutions of the
order of 6 km can be achieved in a computationally effective way. The concept is illustrated
by the simulation of hypothetical nuclear accidents at the Paks NPP, in Central Hungary.
The paper demonstrates that the adaptive model can achieve accuracy comparable to that of
a high-resolution Eulerian model using significantly less grid points and computer simulation
time.
# 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Modelling the accidental release of radioactive or chemically toxic substances
requires the study of long-range transport from a single concentrated emission
source. The path of the resulting plume should be predicted, along with its time of
arrival to populated locations, and the possible levels of exposure to pollutants or
deposition over a potentially large area. The simulations must have a high degree
of accuracy and yet must be achieved faster than real time to be of use in decision
support. Integrated models such as RODOS are now attempting to incorporate
predictive models with decision making strategies, and in fact, model predictions
are often the key input to decisions on emergency response and environmental
management (Galmarini et al., 2001; Whicker et al., 1999; Baklanov et al., 2002).
To carry out successful and cost effective strategies requires a very accurate predic-
tion of the location of the contaminant plume and concentrations. Under-
estimating the maximum dosage may have serious health consequences, and
conversely, applying remediation measures in regions where significant dosage will
not be received would waste valuable resources and may have significant social
implications if evacuation is required. The consequences of predicting the presence
of a pollutant where none exists, or the absence of a pollutant where it is actually
present, therefore make high demands on model predictions.
Following the Chernobyl accident most countries in Europe developed national

nuclear dispersion or accidental release models linked to weather prediction models
of varying types and resolutions. Galmarini et al. (2001) list 22 programs of this
type using differing modelling strategies, and also present a method for statistically
evaluating the predictions from a large number of codes, which may give different
solutions. The performance of a number of these models was evaluated against the
ETEX European tracer experiments (Van Dop et al., 1998) with no overall model-
ling strategy emerging from this evaluation as being statistically better than
another. A comparative discussion of the available model types will be given in the
next section. The second ETEX experiment proved to be a challenge for all the
codes, since they failed to predict the location of the tracer plume accurately.
Clearly therefore, issues still remain as to what is an appropriate strategy for
predicting the impact of an accidental release. Sensitivity tests from the ETEX
comparisons showed significant impact of both input data (e.g. three dimensional
wind-fields and boundary layer descriptions) and model structure, such as the
choice of numerical solution method and model resolution on output predictions.
Models are not only used for predictive purposes such as exposure assessment,

but are also often used to test our understanding of the underlying science that
forms the foundation of the models. Improvements in our understanding are often
tested by comparison of the models with measured data. If this is the case then one
must be sure that changes made to input data to improve predictions are not com-
pensating for errors that actually arise from the numerical solution of the problem.
It follows that models used within the decision making and environmental manage-
ment context must use not only the best available scientific knowledge and data,
but also the best available numerical techniques. By this we mean techniques that
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minimise the errors induced by the choice of numerical solution method rather
than the structure of the physical model. Because of the historical development of
environmental predictive models and the investment time required to implement
new computational solution strategies, unfortunately the most appropriate numeri-
cal method is not always used. Therefore, the aim of this work is not to elaborate
yet another numerical dispersion simulation code, but to present the practical
application of improved numerical methods which may provide useful develop-
ments to some existing modelling strategies. The paper presents the use of adaptive
Eulerian grid simulations to accidental release problems and it will be shown by
comparison with some current numerical computational methods that improve-
ments in accuracy can be made without significant extra computational expense.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 1.1 provides an introductory dis-

cussion of existing model types for the prediction of the dispersion from accidental
releases. Section 1.2 discusses the importance of the structure of the underlying
meteorological model. Section 2 describes the physical model used for the present
simulations and the adaptive numerical methods used to solve the resulting equa-
tions. Section 3 presents the use of the model for the prediction of hypothetical
accidents from the Paks NPP in Central Hungary and includes a discussion of the
comparison of the present method with more traditional modelling approaches.
Section 4 presents some final conclusions from the work and its significance for the
modelling of dispersion from accidental releases.
1.1. Discussion of existing model types

The Chernobyl release provided a large impetus for the development of acciden-
tal release models and several intercomparisons between different model types have
since been made (Galmarini et al., 2001; Van Dop et al., 1998; Wendum, 1998).
The predominant model types are Lagrangian and Eulerian. The former trace air
masses, particles with assigned mass, or Gaussian shaped puffs of pollutants along
trajectories determined by the wind-field structures. Lagrangian models have the
advantage that they can afford to use high spatial resolution although they rely on
the interpolation of meteorological data. Their potential disadvantages are that in
some cases they neglect important physical processes and often experience pro-
blems when strongly diverging flows lead to uncertainties in long-range trajectories.
One example of this is discussed by Baklanov et al. (2002) who modelled the
potential transport of radionuclides across Europe and Scandinavia from a hypo-
thetical accident in Northern Russia using an isentropic trajectory model. In their
‘winter’ case studies the isentropic trajectory model simulated much of the depo-
sition when compared to a high-resolution meteorological/dispersion model. In
some cases however, additional deposition was predicted by the dispersion model
in locations not predicted by the isentropic trajectory model due to the splitting of
atmospheric trajectories.
There are several types of Lagrangian trajectory models. One example of a

Gaussian puff model is the DERMA model (Sørensen, 1998), which uses a multi-puff
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diffusion parameterisation. A Gaussian profile is assumed for the puff in the
horizontal direction with complete mixing in the vertical direction within the
boundary layer and a Gaussian profile above it. The UK MET office NAME
model (Bryall and Maryon, 1998) and the Norwegian SNAP model (Saltbones
et al., 1998) use a Lagrangian particle formulation, which resolves the trajec-
tories of a large number of particle releases with assigned masses. The NAME
model is capable of following a 3D mean wind-field plus a turbulent component
with a variety of turbulence parameterisations available ranging from simple
eddy diffusion terms to complex random walk descriptions, although the turbu-
lent parameterisations are based on measurements from a single location.
Because it does not use a Gaussian puff formulation it can resolve varying wind-
speeds and directions, skewed turbulence and varying stabilities. The disadvan-
tage of this approach is its computational expense, since a large number of
particles must be released when compared to the Gaussian puff approach.
Eulerian models use grid based methods and have the advantage that they may

take into account fully 3D descriptions of the meteorological fields rather than sin-
gle trajectories (Wendum, 1998; Langner et al., 1998). However, when used tra-
ditionally with fixed meshes, Eulerian models show difficulty in resolving steep
gradients. This causes particular problems for resolving dispersion from a single
point source, which will create very large gradients near the release. If a coarse
Eulerian mesh is used then the release is immediately averaged into a large area,
which smears out the steep gradients and creates a large amount of numerical dif-
fusion. The result will be to underpredict the maximum concentrations within the
near-field plume and to over estimate the plume width. Close to the source the
problem could be addressed by nesting a finer resolution grid to better resolve
steep gradients.
This need to resolve accurately both near and far field dispersion has been noted

previously by for example Brandt et al. (1996) who used a combined approach of a
Lagrangian meso-scale model coupled with a long range Eulerian transport model
in the development of the DREAM model. The approach requires some kind of
interpolation procedure between the two grids. A similar approach was also
employed through the point source initialisation scheme in the Swedish Eulerian
model MATCH (Langner et al., 1998). The MATCH model uses a Lagrangian
particle model for the horizontal transport of the first 10 h after the point source
release with vertical transport being described by an Eulerian framework during
this time. Quite a large number of particles need to be released per hour to reduce
errors in predicting the vertical transport, thus adding to the computational cost.
These multi-scale modelling approaches showed significant improvements in pre-
dictions close to the release due to the higher resolution Lagrangian models. How-
ever, as with the nested Eulerian modelling approach, they still suffer from the
drawback that the plume is averaged into the larger Eulerian grid as soon as it
leaves the near source region. Brandt et al. (1996) argue that once the plume has
left the near-source region the gradients will become sufficiently smooth as to lead
to small errors due to numerical diffusion. This ignores however, the fact that steep
gradients may persist at plume edges for large distances from the source due to
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meso-scale processes. Previous studies have shown that high contamination levels
or deposition can exist over small areas several hundred kilometres from the source
(Baklanov et al., 2002).
Brandt et al. (1996) argue that long-range Eulerian models are not suitable for

resolving single source releases alone and demonstrate this through the standard
Molenkampf test of a rotating passive puff release in a circular wind-field. More
recently, however, it has been shown (Ghorai et al., 2000; Lagzi et al., 2001, 2002;
Tomlin et al., 2000) that adaptive Eulerian methods are very capable of resolving
the advection of such single source releases since they can automatically refine the
mesh in regions where steep gradients exist. Moreover, they can be more efficient
than say nested models, since they refine only where high spatial numerical errors
are found and not in regions where grid refinement is not necessary for solution
accuracy. This means that for the same computational run-time they may allow
higher resolution of the grid in important areas. Eulerian models also provide an
automatic framework for the description of mixing processes and non-linear
chemical reaction terms. This paper will therefore show that adaptive grid methods
provide a consistent approach to coupling near-field and long-range simulations
for single source accidental releases.
1.2. Resolution of input meteorological data

It is clear that one of the most crucial inputs to any dispersion model for
point source releases is the underlying meteorological data such as wind-field
and boundary layer descriptions. The importance of the horizontal resolution of
meteorological data has been demonstrated by many of the simulations of the
first ETEX experiment. The ETEX experiment was an international tracer cam-
paign during which a passive tracer was tracked across Europe over several
days from its release in France by monitoring at a large number of meteoro-
logical stations (Van Dop et al., 1998). Many numerical simulations were car-
ried out which demonstrated the need for meso-scale weather modelling.
Nasstrom and Pace (1998) for example showed that events resolved by a
meteorological model of 45 km but not at 225 km resolution had a significant
impact on even long-range dispersion of the ETEX plume. Sørensen (1998)
showed that the double structure of the first ETEX plume was picked up by
their model when using meso-scale weather predictions but not when using
coarser resolution ECMWF data. The difference was attributed to a meso-scale
horizontal anti-cyclonic eddy that was not resolved within the ECMWF data.
The importance of resolving the vertical structure of wind-speeds and directions
was demonstrated by the second ETEX experiment where evidence of decou-
pling of an upper cloud of pollution from the boundary layer plume was
observed (Bryall and Maryon, 1998). In this case significant concentrations were
measured behind the path of the plume predicted by most of the models tested.
This behaviour has been attributed to the vertical lofting of the plume by the
passage of a front, followed by the transport of the pollution cloud in upper
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levels of the atmosphere at a lower wind-speed that in the boundary layer or

even perhaps in a different wind-direction. The MET Office NAME model in

this case showed a significant amount of mass above the boundary layer for the

second ETEX experiment in contrast to the first one where particles where well

distributed throughout the boundary layer.
Previous simulations point to several important issues relating to the develop-

ment of an accidental release model. Firstly, a meso-scale meteorological model

must be used in order to capture small spatial scale effects such as frontal passages

and small scale horizontal eddies. Secondly, the dispersion model used must be

capable of representing, in some way, the possible vertical variations in wind speed

and direction, rather than using a single boundary layer description with varying

mixing layer height but a single wind-field. Thirdly, the dispersion model must be

capable of resolving potentially steep concentration gradients that may be caused

by either the single source release or features that may arise due to meso-scale

meteorological events. This paper will therefore discuss the practical application of

an adaptive Eulerian dispersion model when coupled to data from a high-resol-

ution meso-scale meteorological model.
2. Model description and numerical methods

2.1. Dispersion simulation using unstructured adaptive grid algorithms

The model used in the current work was developed via a co-operation between

the University of Leeds, the Eötvös University (Budapest) and the Hungarian

Meteorological Service and describes the spread of reactive air pollutants within an

unstructured triangular based grid representing layers of the troposphere over the

Central European region. The model has been developed within a flexible frame-

work and can therefore simulate both single source accidental releases and photo-

chemical air pollution, where the pollution sources are both area and point sources

and the chemical transformations are highly non-linear. A slightly modified version

of the model is used here to demonstrate its capacity simulating nuclear dispersion

calculations.
In the model, the horizontal dispersion of radionuclides is described within an

unstructured triangular Eulerian grid framework. The vertical mixing of radio-

nuclides is approximated by a parameterised description of mixing between four

layers representing the surface, mixing, reservoir layers and the free troposphere

(upper) layer. The horizontal grid is adaptive, i.e. continuously changes in space

and time to minimise the numerical errors. The transformation of radionuclides is

described within each grid cell by the equations of nuclear decay. Transient refine-

ment and de-refinement is then further invoked as necessary throughout the model

run according to spatial errors and chosen refinement criteria. A basic model

description will be given below.
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2.2. Numerical method

The atmospheric transport diffusion equation in two space dimensions is given by

@ci
@t

¼ � @ðuciÞ
@x

� @ðvciÞ
@y

þ @

@x
Kx

@ci
@y

� �
þ @

@y
Ky

@ci
@y

� �
þ Ri þ Ei

� ðkwi þ ddiÞci; ð1Þ

where ci is the concentration of radionuclide i; u, v, are the components of horizontal
wind velocity, Kx and Ky are turbulent diffusivity coefficients and kwi and kdi are the
wet and dry deposition coefficients, respectively. Ei describes the emission sources
for the ith radionuclide and Ri is the nuclear build up or decay term. For n radio-
nuclides an n-dimensional set of partial differential equations (PDEs) is formed
describing the rates of change of radionuclides over time and space, where the equa-
tions are coupled through nuclear decay terms.
The basis of the numerical method is the spatial discretisation of the PDEs

derived from the atmospheric transport-diffusion equation on unstructured triangu-
lar meshes using the software SPRINT2D (Berzins et al., 1992). For advection
dominated problems it is important to choose a discretisation scheme that pre-
serves the physical range of the solution and therefore the model uses the flux lim-
ited, cell centred finite volume scheme (Berzins and Ware, 1994, 1995; Ware and
Berzins, 1995). This approach, known as the ‘method of lines’, reduces the set of
PDEs in three independent variables to a system of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) in one independent variable, time. This is achieved by the integration of
the atmospheric diffusion equation over each finite volume, the use of the diver-
gence theorem and the evaluation of the line integral along the boundary of each
volume using the midpoint quadrature rule. The system of ODEs can then be
solved as an initial value problem, and a variety of powerful software tools exist
for this purpose (Berzins et al., 1989). A more in-depth discussion of the methods
can be found in references (Berzins et al., 1989, 1992; Berzins and Ware, 1994,
1995; Berzins, 1994; Tomlin et al., 1997; Hart et al., 1998; Hart, 1999).
The model domain is represented by an unstructured mesh of triangular ele-

ments surrounding each grid point, thus forming a small volume over which the
solution is averaged. The model therefore falls into the category of Eulerian models
described above, although it is not described by the standard Cartesian mesh
approach. The use of adaptivity however, allows the model to overcome the usual
problems of the Eulerian approach, since a fine mesh can be used where needed
leading to averaging over small volumes. The term ‘unstructured’ represents the
fact that each node in the mesh may be surrounded by any number of triangles,
whereas in a structured mesh such as a Cartesian mesh, the number of surrounding
grid points would be fixed. The use of an unstructured mesh easily enables the
adequate resolution of complex solution structures that may be found following
point source releases and which may not fall naturally into Cartesian geometrical
descriptions. For example, following release, the plume from a point source may be
stretched and folded in space due to advection and turbulent mixing. The unstruc-
tured triangular mesh then provides an efficient way of adapting around this
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complex geometry. The initial unstructured triangular meshes used in the model
are created from a geometry description using the Geompack mesh generator (Joe
and Simpson, 1991).
The complex nature of atmospheric dispersion problems makes the pre-

specification of grid densities very difficult, particularly for forecasting codes where
the wind-field is not known in advance. Many complex processes can take place far
from the source due to advection, mixing, chemical reactions and deposition,
affecting the geometry of the plume and spatial concentration profiles. To this end
the model presented here utilises adaptive gridding techniques, which quantitatively
evaluate the accuracy of the numerical solution in space and time and then auto-
matically refine or de-refine the mesh where necessary. As described above, the
accuracy of Eulerian models tends to become degraded in regions where the con-
centration of the pollutant changes steeply in space. The use of transient adaptivity
allows us to overcome this problem. It is achieved by using a tree-like data struc-
ture with a method of refinement based on the regular subdivision of triangles
(local h-refinement). Here an original triangle is split into four similar triangles as
shown in Fig. 1 by connecting the midpoints of the edges. Hanging or unconnected
nodes are removed by joining them with nearby vertices. This finer grid may be
later coalesced into the parent triangle to coarsen the mesh if the solution accuracy
does not require refinement—for example when the plume has passed or concen-
tration gradients in space are reduced. The use of unstructured meshes allows the
model to go from very fine resolution to coarse resolution within small spatial
regions.
Once a method of refinement has been implemented, a suitable criterion for the

application of transient adaptivity must be chosen. The technique used here is
based on the calculation of spatial error estimates, allowing a certain amount of
automation to be applied to the refinement process. This is achieved by first calcu-
lating some measure of numerical error in each species over each triangle. A
reliable method for determining the numerical error is to examine the difference
between the solution gained using a high accuracy and a low accuracy numerical
method. Over regions of high spatial gradient in concentrations the difference
between high and low order solutions will be greater than in regions of relatively
smooth solution, and refinement generally takes place in these regions, such as at
Fig. 1. Example of local h-refinement.
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plume edges. A refinement indicator for the jth triangle is defined by an average
scaled error measured over all npde PDEs using absolute (atol) and relative (rtol)
tolerances supplied by the user:

serrj ¼
Xnpde
i¼1

ei;jðtÞ
atoli
Aj

þ rtoli � ci;j

; ð2Þ

where ci,j is the computed concentration of species i in triangle j. ei,j(t) is the differ-
ence between the solution using a first order method and that using a second order
method. Aj is the area of triangle j. This allows the user to weight the refinement
towards a chosen species error and also to control the extent of refinement by pro-
viding tighter or looser tolerances. The use of absolute as well as relative tolerances
allows the user to define a species concentration below which high relative accuracy
is not required. For the current example the choice of this tolerance may be driven
by a minimum concentration of concern from a health point of view for example.
An integer refinement level indicator is calculated from the scaled error above to
give the number of times the triangle should be refined or de-refined. The choice of
tolerances will therefore reflect, to a certain extent, a balance between desired accu-
racy and available computational resources, since tighter tolerances usually lead to
a higher number of grid cells. It is also possible within the code for the user to con-
trol the maximum number of levels of adaptivity, thus limiting the minimum grid
size in regions of very steep gradients i.e. close to the point source. Since the error
is applied at the end of time-step it is too late to make refinement decisions. Meth-
ods are therefore used for the prediction of the growth of the spatial error using
quadratic interpolants. The spatial error can therefore be used to predict within
which regions the grid should be refined or coarsened for the next time-step in
order to give good spatial accuracy with the minimum computational resource.
The application of adaptive rectangular meshes would be also possible, but

would be less effective in terms of the number of nodes required in order to achieve
high levels of adaptivity. Although the data structures resulting from an unstruc-
tured mesh are somewhat more complicated than those for a regular Cartesian
mesh, problems with hanging nodes at boundaries between refinement regions are
avoided. The use of a flexible discretisation stencil also allows for an arbitrary
degree of refinement, which is more difficult to achieve on structured meshes.
2.3. Physical model description

2.3.1. Model domain
The model domain covers Central Europe including Hungary with a domain size

of 1550�1500 km. The model describes the domain using a Cartesian coordinate
system through the stereographic polar projection of the curved surface onto a flat
plane. Global coordinates are transformed by projecting the surface of the Earth,
from the opposite pole onto a flat plane located at the North Pole that is perpen-
dicular to the Earth’s axis. Due to the orientation of the projection plane this
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transformation places the Cartesian origin at the North Pole. The model includes
four vertical atmospheric layers: a surface layer, a mixing layer, a reservoir layer
and the free troposphere (upper) layer. The surface layer extends from ground level
to 50 m altitude. Above the surface layer is the mixing layer whose height is
determined for 0.00 and 12.00 UTC values by radiosonde measurements in Buda-
pest. The night time values are assumed to be identical to the midnight value while
the height between 6.30 and 15.00 were linearly interpolated between the night and
the highest daytime values. The reservoir layer, if it exists, extends from the top
of the mixing layer to an altitude of 1000 m. Different wind-fields are represented
for each layer and vertical mixing and deposition are parameterised according to
the vertical stratification presented by van Loon (1996).

2.3.2. Meteorological data
The local wind speed and direction was considered as a function of space and

time. These data were obtained from the meso-scale meteorological model ALA-
DIN (Horányi et al., 1996), which provides data with a time resolution of 6 h and
a spatial resolution of 0.10�0.15

v
. The ALADIN model is a hydrostatic, spectral

limited area model using 24 vertical layers where initial and boundary conditions
are determined from larger scale ECMWF data. The model domain for ALADIN
covers the Central European region from latitude 43.1

v
to 52.0

v
and longitude

10.35
v
to 25.1

v
. The data from ALADIN were interpolated using mass conserva-

tive methods to obtain data relevant to a given space and time point on the adapt-
ive model grid. The surface temperature and cloud coverage, relative humidity and
wind-field for each layer were determined from the ALADIN database. The eddy
diffusivity coefficients for the x and y directions were set at 50 m2 s�1 for all
species.

2.3.3. Dry deposition and vertical mixing
The species exchange between the layers (i.e. the vertical transport) is modelled

in two ways. Exchange between the mixing and the surface layers due to turbulent
diffusion was described by ODEs. At the top of the mixing layer fumigation
occurs, which is also described by ODEs. This way, species exchange takes place
between the mixing layer and the reservoir layer or the upper layer if the reservoir
layer does not exist. Dry deposition and the exchange between the mixing layer
and the surface layer was described by the following set of ODEs:

d cmHmð Þ
dt

¼ �bvgðHsÞcm � 1

raðHsÞ
cm � vgðsÞ

vgðHsÞ
cs

� �
; ð3Þ

d csHsð Þ
dt

¼ �vgðsÞcs �
dcmHm

dt
; ð4Þ

where

b ¼ Hm

Hm þ vgðHsÞ
vgðsÞ

Hs

: ð5Þ
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Hm and Hs are the depth of the mixing and surface layers, respectively and
s ¼ 0:5Hs. cm and cs are the concentrations in the mixing and surface layers and
vg(z) is the deposition velocity at height z. ra is the aerodynamic resistance. The
parameterisation of dry deposition was based on the resistance method

vgðzÞ ¼
1

rc þ rs þ ra
; ð6Þ

where rc is the surface resistance and rs is the boundary layer resistance. Parameter
rs ¼ 2:6=ju�, where j is the von Karman constant and u� is the friction velocity.
Parameter rc was set to 500 s m�1 for 131I and 131Xe (Verver and De Leeuw, 1992).
The aerodynamic resistance was calculated according to

ra ¼
0:74

ju� log
z

zo
þ vðzoÞ � vðzÞ

� � ; ð7Þ

where

vðzÞ ¼ �6:4 z
L
; if L > 0

vðzÞ ¼ 2ln

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 9

z

L

r
þ 1

� �
; if L < 0: ð8Þ

Parameter zo is the roughness length and is taken to be 0.25 m representing
medium size vegetation as typically found in an agricultural region. L is the
Monin-Obukhov length, which was calculated according to the following method
(COST Action 710, 1998):

1. At night (Rg ¼ 0, where Rg is the global radiation)

T� ¼ minðT�1;T�2Þ ð9Þ

T�1 ¼ 0:09ð1� 0:5N2Þ; T�2 ¼
TCdnV

4bMsg
; ð10Þ

where N is the cloud coverage, which varied between 0 and 1, g is the gravi-
tational constant, T is the surface layer temperature and T� represents the
dynamic temperature. bM ¼ 4:7 and

Cdn ¼ j
lnðzÞ � lnðzoÞ

; V ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ v2

p
: ð11Þ

u� ¼
CdnV

2
1þ 1� corr2

� �� �1=2� �
; if corr � 1

u� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L̂L
T�

T
gj

r
; if corr > 1; ð12Þ
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where L̂L ¼ 5 m and

corr ¼ 2uo

C
1=2
dn V

; uo ¼ bMsgT�

T

� �1=2

: ð13Þ

2. During the daytime (Rg > 0)

u� ¼
ju

lnðsÞ � lnðzoÞ
; if V 	 0:5 ms�1

u� ¼ 0:05 ms�1; if V < 0:5 ms�1 ð14Þ

T� ¼ � q

q cpu�

; ð15Þ

where q ¼ 1:2754 kg m�3, the density of air, cp ¼ 1:005 J kg�1 K�1, the specific

heat. The sensible heat flux q was calculated from the global radiation.

The Monin–Obukhov length is calculated from the following equation:

L ¼
Tu2

�

gjT�

: ð16Þ

Fumigation describes the process, which occurs as the height of the mixing layer
changes. Species exchange takes place between the mixing layer and the reservoir
layer (if it exists) and the upper layer if not. This process is modelled by the equa-
tion

d Hmcmð Þ
dt

¼ dHm

dt
cr;u; ð17Þ

where cr,u is the concentration in the reservoir or upper layer.

2.3.4. Wet deposition
Wet deposition was parameterised using a simple scheme to calculate the scav-

enging coefficient kw based on the relative humidity

kw ¼ 0; if RH < RHt

kw ¼ 3:5� 10�5
RH�RHt

RHs �RHt

� �
; if RH 	 RHt;

ð18Þ

where RH is the relative humidity, RHt (=80%) is the threshold value of the rela-
tive humidity where condensation is assumed to occur and RHs (=100%) is the
saturation value (Pudykiewicz, 1989, 1991; Clark and Smith, 1988).
3. Results showing the importance of adaptive gridding

The features of the model are illustrated by the simulation of a hypothetical
nuclear accident on 2 August 1998, at time 0.00 in the Paks nuclear power plant.
The release of 2.985 kg 131I isotope is assumed at a height of 10 m for 12 h. This
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isotope decays to the stable 131Xe with a half-life of 6.948�105 s. In the current
simulations, only the radioactive decay of 131I was calculated and the change of
activity of this isotope was simulated. The model is capable of the simultaneous
simulation of the spread of several hundred isotopes, taking into account all radio-
active decays.
Fig. 2a shows the initial grid for the adaptive and coarse grid calculations. The

typical length of a triangle edge is 106 km and around the Paks NPP a somewhat
finer resolution initial grid was used. The figure shows that the modelled area
includes Hungary and covers the neighbouring countries within about 600 km
from the border to all directions. Wind-field maps corresponding to this period
indicated that the wind at all heights from the surface to 3000 m blew from south-
east in the first 36 h. After this, the wind direction changed to northwest in the
Czech Republic and Poland, but was almost unchanged in the other areas. The
application of adaptive gridding methods was compared to the application of fixed
grids for the hypothetical release described above. Three different fixed grid
schemes were tested:

1. the initial grid (shown in Fig. 2a) was not refined during the calculations;
2. a high resolution (triangle edge length 6.6 km) nested grid was placed around

the source within a 250 km�250 km area as shown in Fig. 2b;
3. a high resolution (triangle edge length 6.6 km) fixed grid was used within the

whole area.

Fig. 3e–h show the simulated surface layer activity of isotope 131I using adaptive
gridding. A continuous release was assumed in the first 12 h and therefore there is
a continuous plume after 12 h (Fig. 3e). After 12 h, the cloud is separated from the
source and travels towards the northwest (t0+24 h, Fig. 3f). After 36 h (Figs. 3g, h)
it starts to drift backwards towards the southeast. Fig. 3a–d show that the region
of increased grid resolution continuously follows the path of the contaminated air.
The typical grid size in the non-contaminated area remained at ca 106 km, but in
the highly contaminated area it was automatically reduced to 6.6 km (the mini-
mum allowed length at the simulation) by the transient adaptation routine, allow-
ing better spatial resolution in critical areas.
Figs. 4–7 compare the simulation results using the three fixed grid schemes at

simulation times 12, 24, 36, and 48 h after the accident. The fine grid calculation
has the lowest numerical error and therefore these results are the basis of compari-
son for the other mesh strategies. The coarse grid calculations show high numerical
diffusion at all times. The result is that the initial plume is smeared over a much
wider area than in the fine grid simulation as shown in Fig. 4a. The nested grid cal-
culation results agree well with the fine grid results while the contamination is in
the highly resolved area; however high numerical diffusion appears when the con-
tamination leaves the nested grid. After 24 h of simulation the predictions from the
nested grid calculation are more similar to those of the coarse grid calculation than
the fine one (Figs. 5–7), showing that the initial advantage of using a nested grid
can quickly be lost. The agreement between the adaptive grid solutions (Fig. 3e–h)
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and the fine grid results (Figs. 4c, 5c, 6c and 7c) is very good at t0+12 and t0+24 h
and acceptable at t0+36 and t0+48 h simulation times. The shape of the isotope
cloud is well predicted with some smearing occurring at the edges. The adaptive
grid simulation is significantly closer to the fine grid calculation than both the
(a) Initial grid of the adaptive and coarse grid calculations. (b) Nested fine grid within the
Fig. 2. coarse

grid.
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Change of the surface layer mesh structure and activity of isotope 131I during the adaptive grid calcul
Fig. 3. ations.

Simulation started from 2 August 1998, at 0.00. (a)–(d) The adapted mesh at t0+12, t0+24, t0+36, t0+48 h; (e)–(h)

activity in the surface layer at t0+12, t0+24, t0+36, t0+48 h.
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course and nested grid predictions even after 48 h as shown by comparing Figs. 3h

and 7.
Nuclear dispersion models have to predict accurately both the maximum level of

contamination and the expected arrival time of the contamination peak. The four

models presented above can be compared not only by using activity maps at fixed

times, but also by plotting the time history of activity at a given location. Three

cities, all northwest of Paks were selected: Székesfehérvár (located in Hungary, 101

km from Paks), Bratislava (Slovakia, 247 km), Ostrava (Czech Republic, 415 km).

Fig. 8 shows the time dependence of the surface layer activity of 131I in these three

cities, calculated by the four gridding schemes. Again, the fine grid calculations

were assumed to be the most accurate. At Székesfehérvár, the fine and the nested

grid results are identical and the adaptive grid predicted only a slightly higher peak

at a slightly earlier arrival time. The coarse grid calculation predicted a much

higher double peak arriving much earlier. Bratislava is not affected directly by the

plume, as it is well visible from both the fine and the adaptive grid results shown

here and in Figs. 3e and 4c. Because of the smearing of the plume due to numerical

diffusion however, the coarse and the nested grid models erroneously predict the

appearance of the contamination in Bratislava. In a real situation such a prediction

may result in the unnecessary evacuation of the population. In Ostrava, the fine
Fig. 4. Surface layer activity of isotope 131I using three different fixed grid size schemes at t0+12 ((a)

coarse grid; (b) nested grid; (c) fine grid). All simulations started from 2 August 1998 at 0.00.
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and the adaptive models both predict high contamination at similar arrival times.
The nested and the coarse models forecast much lower contamination, which
arrives later than predicted by in the fine grid simulations. Based on the latter
models, the population may not be evacuated in a dangerous situation. Addition-
ally, the first two models predict the return of the polluted cloud with very good
agreement, but such a feature is not present in the course and nested simulation
results.
In all cases the fine and adaptive simulation results were in good qualitative

agreement, while the coarse and nested grid simulations would have advised wrong
measures in the chosen locations. This is also justified by the figures of Table 1,
which shows the relative height and time of arrival of the 131I activity calculated
from the coarse, adaptive and nested simulations compared to the fine grid simula-
tion results. Outside the nested grid area, the adaptive grid results are always much
closer to the fine grid ones. The second column of Table 1 shows that the ratio of
time requirements are 1:30:19:532 for the coarse, adaptive, nested and fine grid
models, respectively. The adaptive simulation is therefore only slightly more com-
putationally expensive than the nested grid whilst providing a step change in accu-
racy. Note, that using the time and space dependent adaptive grid is more time
consuming than the application of the fixed nested grid due to the use of the
Fig. 5. Surface layer activity of isotope 131I using three different fixed grid size schemes at t0+24 ((a)

coarse grid; (b) nested grid; (c) fine grid). All simulations started from 2 August 1998 at 0.00.
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adaptivity algorithm, even though the nested method uses more grid points. There

is some overhead therefore in calculating the refinement criteria and interpolating

the solution onto the new mesh each time the mesh is updated. However, the fine

and the adaptive models provided similar results, but the application of the former

required 17.5 times more computer time. The implications could be that given lim-

ited computer resources, the adaptive model provides reliable results quickly thus

allowing ample time for emergency response. The fine grid model would provide

similar results, but possibly too late.
During 2–4 August simulations of the wind-field were almost identical in all ver-

tical layers of the model. However, for some meteorological conditions the direc-

tion of the wind may be different at different heights. This condition occurred in

Central Europe during 4–6 August 1998. To study the behaviour of the model at

such conditions, it was also tested on another assumed nuclear accident starting on

4 August 1998 at time 0.00. All other conditions were identical to the previous

case. Fig. 9 shows that at that time there was a slow northeast wind at Paks on the

surface and a medium southwest wind above Paks in the upper layer. Accordingly,

the contamination drifted southwest within the surface layer (see Figs. 10a,b), and

to the northeast in the upper layers. Our multi-layer adaptive grid model predicted

that after about 37 h there was a fast exchange of species between the mixing and
Fig. 6. Surface layer activity of isotope 131I using three different fixed grid size schemes at t0+36 ((a)

coarse grid; (b) nested grid; (c) fine grid). All simulations started from 2 August 1998 at 0.00.
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the reservoir and upper layers due to fumigation. Fig. 10c shows at 39 h a large
secondary contaminated area appeared northeast from Paks because the upper
layer contamination was transported down to the surface by convection. This
example emphasises that using high-resolution, detailed meteorological data in sev-
eral horizontal layers is very important, otherwise even qualitative features such as
this one would be ill predicted.
4. Conclusions

An adaptive Eulerian grid model based on triangular unstructured grids describ-
ing the dispersion of radionuclides has been developed. The model automatically
places a finer resolution grid in regions characterised by high spatial numerical
errors and therefore the fine resolution grid automatically follows the spatial con-
centration gradients resulting from the passage of contaminated air over a given
region. This approach allows the achievement of grid resolutions of the order of 6
km without excessive computational effort. The method has been illustrated for
sample calculations based on hypothetical nuclear accidents at the Paks NPP
in Central Hungary in August 1998. The approach has been shown to be signifi-
cantly more accurate than a nested grid approach utilising a similar order of
Fig. 7. Surface layer activity of isotope 131I using three different fixed grid size schemes at t0+48 ((a)

coarse grid; (b) nested grid; (c) fine grid). All simulations started from 2 August 1998 at 0.00.
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computational effort, and to approach the accuracy of a fine grid calculation

requiring excessive computer resources. The differences in predicted surface layer

activity resulting from various gridding strategies highlights the sensitivity of model

accuracy to the numerical methods chosen and grid resolution. The use of inappro-

priate strategies has been shown to underestimate peak contamination levels in

some areas and to erroneously predict the arrival of a contaminated cloud in
Fig. 8. Time dependence of the surface layer activity of 131I in three cities in the region, calculated using

four different gridding schemes. (a) Székesfehérvár (Hungary, 101 km NW from Paks), (b) Bratislava

(Slovakia, 247 km NW), (c) Ostrava (Czech Republic, 415 km NW). Solid line, adaptive grid; dashed

line, fine grid; dotted line, nested grid; dash-dot line, coarse grid.
Table 1

Comparisons of number of mesh points, CPU times vs. errors for each run
Grid R
elative

CPU time
Number of

triangles

R
elative height and time of arrival of 131I peak at
Székesfehérvár B
ratislava O
strava
Coarse
 1
 844 1
.425
 �2.88 h 5
7370
 �4.73 h 0
.112
 2.79 h
Adaptive
 30.36
 844-3464 1
.223
 �0.38 h
 532
 �2.76 h 0
.486
 0.75 h
Nested
 18.86
 7368 0
.999
 0 h
 6881
 �1.26 h 0
.193
 2.74 h
Fine 5
32.22
 216064 1
 0 h
 1
 0 h 1
 0 h
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9. The wind-field at 0.00 on 4 August (at the start of the second accident scenario) in the surface
Fig. (a)

and upper (b) layers.
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others. Such errors could have important consequences if utilised within emergency
response measures. The simulations have also illustrated the impact of meso-scale
meteorological structures such as vertical variations in wind-speeds and vertical
mixing due to convection on the predicted location of the contaminated cloud at
the surface. The results emphasise the importance of coupling a high-resolution
dispersion model to a detailed meso-scale meteorological model.
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